
50 Travel Tips From Local Greater Than
Tourist Switzerland - The Ultimate Guide
Switzerland, known for its breathtaking landscapes, captivating cities, and rich
cultural heritage, is a dream destination for many travelers. Whether you're
planning a visit to this enchanting country or looking to uncover hidden gems as a
local, we've got you covered with 50 invaluable travel tips from locals who know
Switzerland like the back of their hand!

1. Embrace the Swiss Railways

Switzerland's efficient train network is the epitome of reliability and comfort. Opt
for a Swiss Travel Pass, allowing unlimited access to most trains, buses, and
boats throughout the country.

2. Explore Beyond the Big Cities

While Zurich, Geneva, and Lucerne are must-visit cities, don't forget to explore
the smaller towns and villages that offer a glimpse into traditional Swiss life.
Places like Gruyères, Zermatt, and Interlaken are worth your time.
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3. Take a Boat Ride on Lake Geneva

Hop on a boat and sail across the stunning Lake Geneva, surrounded by the
picturesque Swiss Alps. You'll be mesmerized by the beauty of the landscape.

4. Indulge in Swiss Chocolate

No trip to Switzerland is complete without treating yourself to some of the finest
Swiss chocolate. Visit local chocolate shops and stock up on delectable treats.

5. Hike in the Swiss Alps

Strap on your hiking boots and venture into the vast expanse of the Swiss Alps.
With countless trails catering to all levels of experience, you're in for an
unforgettable adventure.

6. Try Traditional Swiss Fondue

Savor the taste of authentic Swiss cuisine by trying traditional Swiss fondue. This
cheesy delight is best enjoyed with a group of friends or fellow travelers.

7. Don't Miss the Lavaux Vineyards

Located along Lake Geneva, the Lavaux Vineyards offer stunning panoramic
views. Embark on a wine tour and indulge in some of Switzerland's finest wines.

8. Visit Chillon Castle

Step back in time with a visit to Chillon Castle, located on the banks of Lake
Geneva. Explore the medieval fortress and immerse yourself in the rich history of
Switzerland.
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9. Take a Scenic Train Ride

Switzerland is known for its scenic train rides, offering breathtaking views of the
mountains and valleys. The Glacier Express and Bernina Express are two
popular routes worth exploring.

10. Experience Swiss National Parks

Immerse yourself in the beauty of Switzerland's national parks. From hiking and
wildlife spotting to picnicking in pristine surroundings, these parks are a nature
lover's paradise.

11. Take a Dip in Lake Lucerne

On a warm summer day, cool off by taking a refreshing swim in Lake Lucerne.
The crystal-clear waters surrounded by mountains create a truly idyllic setting.

12. Attend Local Festivals

Switzerland is known for its vibrant local festivals that celebrate age-old traditions.
From the Carnival of Basel to Fête de l'Escalade in Geneva, immerse yourself in
the country's cultural festivities.

13. Discover the Aletsch Glacier

Embark on a journey to the Aletsch Glacier, the largest glacier in the Alps. Take a
guided tour to witness the awe-inspiring beauty of this natural wonder.

14. Visit the Rhine Falls

Head towards Schaffhausen and marvel at the majestic Rhine Falls, Europe's
largest waterfall. Take a boat ride or hike along the surrounding trails for an
unforgettable experience.

15. Explore the Swiss Riviera



Discover the elegance of the Swiss Riviera, located along Lake Geneva. Explore
resorts like Montreux and Vevey, known for their beautiful promenades and
luxurious charm.

16. Stay in Authentic Swiss Chalets

Immerse yourself in the Swiss mountain experience by staying in authentic
chalets. These cozy wooden houses provide an authentic and unforgettable
accommodation option.

17. Try Your Hand at Swiss Watchmaking

Switzerland is renowned for its watchmaking heritage. Take a tour of a watch
factory and learn about the intricate craftsmanship that goes into making Swiss
watches.

18. Explore the Old Towns

Switzerland boasts numerous well-preserved old towns that offer a glimpse into
the country's medieval past. Wander through the streets of Bern, Zurich, and
Basel to discover hidden gems.

19. Sample Swiss Cheese

No visit to Switzerland is complete without sampling a variety of Swiss cheeses.
From Gruyère to Emmental, embark on a cheese-tasting adventure and discover
your favorite.

20. Discover the Matterhorn

The iconic Matterhorn mountain stands tall as one of Switzerland's most
recognizable landmarks. Whether you choose to admire it from afar or conquer its
summit, this natural wonder will leave you in awe.



21. Explore the Aare Gorge

Venture into the Aare Gorge and witness the power of nature. The rugged rock
formations and turquoise waters make for an unforgettable hike.

22. Enjoy Traditional Swiss Folk Music

Immerse yourself in the lively tradition of Swiss folk music. Attend local
performances or visit traditional festivals to experience the vibrant melodies and
the joy they bring.

23. Visit the Olympic Museum

Situated in Lausanne, the Olympic Museum showcases the history and legacy of
the Olympic Games. Explore interactive exhibits and learn about the inspiring
journeys of past and present athletes.

24. Marvel at the Swiss Waterfalls

Switzerland is home to numerous enchanting waterfalls. Explore destinations like
Lauterbrunnen and Engstligen Falls for cascading beauty that will leave you
breathless.

25. Wander Through the Swiss Botanical Gardens

Nature lovers should not miss the opportunity to explore Switzerland's botanical
gardens. From the Botanical Garden of Geneva to the Alpine Botanical Garden
on Schynige Platte, a floral paradise awaits.

26. Visit The Château de Chillon

The Château de Chillon is an architectural masterpiece nestled on the shores of
Lake Geneva. Discover its rich history through a guided tour or simply wander
through its magnificent halls.



27. Enjoy Swiss Raclette

Indulge in another iconic Swiss dish, Raclette. Melted cheese accompanied by
potatoes, pickles, and onions, this traditional dish is a must-try for cheese lovers.

28. Attend a Swiss Wine Tasting

Switzerland may not be as renowned as its European counterparts when it comes
to wine, but it is home to some exceptional vineyards. Attend a wine tasting and
discover unique Swiss flavors.

29. Visit the Swiss Transport Museum

Located in Lucerne, the Swiss Transport Museum takes visitors on an exciting
journey through the country's transportation history. Explore vintage trains,
planes, and automobiles.

30. Explore the Lauterbrunnen Valley

The Lauterbrunnen Valley is a picturesque utopia nestled in the heart of the
Swiss Alps. Explore the countless waterfalls and enjoy the breathtaking views on
offer.

31. Sample Swiss Craft Beer

While Switzerland is famous for its wines, the craft beer scene is also thriving.
Explore local breweries and discover the range of unique and delicious Swiss
beers available.

32. Take a Cable Car to Mount Pilatus

Venture to Mount Pilatus, often referred to as the "Dragon Mountain," and enjoy
stunning panoramic views. Take a cable car or the historic cogwheel railway for
an unforgettable journey.



33. Discover Swiss Bells

Switzerland is home to a rich tradition of bell-making. Visit a bell workshop and
learn about the art of crafting these magnificent instruments that resonate
throughout the Swiss Alps.

34. Take a Dip in the Rhine River

In the summer, join the locals and take a refreshing swim in the crystal-clear
waters of the Rhine River. Don't forget to indulge in a picnic along its picturesque
banks.

35. Explore the Swiss Paper Mill Museum

Located in Basel, the Swiss Paper Mill Museum offers an insight into the rich
history of papermaking. Explore the interactive exhibits and try your hand at
traditional paper crafts.

36. Hike to the Top of Harder Kulm

Catch a funicular in Interlaken and ascend to the top of Harder Kulm for incredible
panoramic views. Enjoy a meal at the mountain restaurant and soak in the
magnificent scenery.

37. Discover Chocolat Frey

Located near Zurich, Chocolat Frey is Switzerland's largest chocolate factory.
Take a guided tour and witness the process of chocolate-making from bean to
bar.

38. Visit Jardin Anglais in Geneva

Escape the hustle and bustle of the city and wander through the tranquil Jardin
Anglais. Admire the famous flower clock and enjoy the breathtaking views of Lake



Geneva.

39. Attend a Swiss Music Festival

Switzerland hosts numerous music festivals catering to a wide range of genres.
From rock to classical, immerse yourself in the vibrant Swiss music scene during
your visit.

40. Try Swiss Rösti

Sample the comforting taste of Swiss rösti, a delicious potato dish that pairs
perfectly with a variety of toppings. Whether enjoyed as a savory breakfast or a
satisfying dinner, it's a must-try.

41. Explore Swiss Museums

Switzerland is home to a plethora of fascinating museums. From art and history
to technology and science, explore the diverse museum scene and expand your
knowledge.

42. Enjoy a Scenic Boat Ride on Lake Lucerne

Embark on a scenic boat ride along the crystal-clear waters of Lake Lucerne.
Admire the surrounding mountains and picturesque landscapes while cruising in
comfort.

43. Learn About Swiss Army Knives

Discover the iconic Swiss Army knife and its rich history. Visit the Victorinox
Museum in Ibach or the Wenger Factory in Delémont to explore these handy
multi-tools.

44. Explore Bern's Bear Park



Visit Bern's Bear Park and observe these majestic creatures in their natural
habitat. Learn about the city's deep connection with bears through informative
exhibits and guided tours.

45. Discover the Swiss Watchmaking Valley

Venture into the heart of the Swiss watchmaking industry by visiting the
picturesque Swiss Watchmaking Valley. Explore the charming towns of La Chaux-
de-Fonds and Le Locle.

46. Attend the Fête de l'Escalade

The Fête de l'Escalade is an annual festival celebrated in Geneva,
commemorating the city's victory against an attack in 1602. Enjoy parades,
traditional music, and delicious local delicacies.

47. Take a City Tour on a Tuk-Tuk

Discover Swiss cities in a unique way by taking a tuk-tuk tour. Sit back and relax
as your guide showcases the most iconic landmarks and hidden gems of the city.

48. Visit the Swiss Museum of Transport

Located in Lucerne, the Swiss Museum of Transport is a must-visit for
transportation enthusiasts. Explore the extensive collection of vintage vehicles
and interactive exhibits.

49. Explore the Swiss Chocolate Chalet

Experience the world of Swiss chocolate at the Swiss Chocolate Chalet. Indulge
in chocolate tasting sessions and learn about the history and craftsmanship of
Swiss chocolate-making.

50. Attend a Swiss Cheese-Making Workshop



Get hands-on experience in the art of Swiss cheese-making by attending a
workshop. Learn from skilled cheese-makers and create your very own Swiss
cheese.

From breathtaking natural wonders to cultural explorations, Switzerland offers an
abundance of experiences for travelers of all kinds. By following these 50 travel
tips from locals, you'll be able to create memories that will last a lifetime. So, pack
your bags, embark on an adventure, and let Switzerland charm you like no other!
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Are you excited about planning your next trip?  Do you want to try something
new?  Would you like some guidance from a local?  If you answered yes to any of
these questions, then this Greater Than a Tourist book is for you.   Greater Than
a Tourist – St. Gallen, Switzerland by Isabelle Howells offers the inside scoop on
St. Gallen. Most travel books tell you how to travel like a tourist.  Although there is
nothing wrong with that, as part of the Greater Than a Tourist series, this book will
give you travel tips from someone who has lived at your next travel destination.
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In these pages, you will discover advice that will help you throughout your stay. 
This book will not tell you exact addresses or store hours but instead will give you
excitement and knowledge from a local that you may not find in other smaller
print travel books.

Travel like a local. Slow down, stay in one place, and get to know the people and
culture. By the time you finish this book, you will be eager and prepared to travel
to your next destination.
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